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Welcome to the Bishop Fox’s School options process for year 8 students who
will be making choices for courses starting in September 2017. this is an
important time to do your research and talk to teachers to find out exactly
what each subject or qualification is all about so that you select wisely.

there are some core subjects where there is no choice involved, the content
is the same for everyone. But there is also the opportunity to select those subjects that you really enjoy
and are good at. the importance of enjoyment and motivation can never be underestimated. We want
all students to thrive and get the most out of their studies.

It is also about having the right balance – choosing a mixture of subjects that will give you a real breadth
of experience and offer a range of opportunities. the qualifications achieved at Key Stage 4 will be the
foundation of your further education and, possibly, higher education choices. So please take advice and
listen to what the subject experts tell you so that you make sensible decisions before committing yourself
to 3 years of hard work throughout years 9, 10 and 11.

there are also some subjects that are new to you and may offer you some new content that you have
not had experience of in Key Stage 3. Certain subjects are more academically challenging and may not
be suitable for all students. Other subjects are more vocational in nature and offer a more practical or
project based qualification that could prove more successful for some.

the school will do all it can to run the range of courses set out in this booklet, but we cannot guarantee
this. the most likely cause of disappointment over preferred KS4 qualifications is that two subjects clash
on the timetable because the arrangement of options which suits the majority, makes your particular
combination impossible to include.  However, we will do our best.  

If you have any questions about anything to do with making your choices, talk to your tutor, or
Mr Moloney (your Head of  year) or Mr Summerill.

We wish you all the best with the options process, it is important that we work in partnership with
parents to ensure that each student is supported and able to achive their full potential.

yours sincerely,

MS K TONKIN,
HEADTEACHER

Key Stage 4 
2017 - 2020



each course will have five one-hour lessons a fortnight. 
For some qualifications there will be two or three classes offered according to demand and teacher
availability. For others there will be one class.  

1. Decide which of the eBacc subjects is your 1st choice for options. 
2. Decide the other courses you wish to follow. (you may choose other eBacc subjects) 
3. Number your 4 choices in order of preference, so that it indicates the course which you will be most
upset about if there is a problem. 
For example the course you most want to do as an EBacc qualification is French so next to this course you will
put a 1. Your second priority is GCSE PE so write 2 next to PE. Your third priority is History so number this choice
with 3. Your final choice is Art so number this choice 4.

STEP ONE: The Core Curriculum and ‘EBacc’ subjects

Step Two:  Other Qualifications 

all students follow a statutory core curriculum which accounts for 60% of the timetable:

English gCSe english plus gCSe english Literature = 2 gCSes; 

Mathematics igCSe

Science one of the following courses will be taken. 
• triple Science = 3 gCSes (in each of Biology, Chemistry, Physics);
• gCSe Core Science and gCSe additional Science = 2 gCSes 

(Science teachers will advise students and manage the various courses. Students taking ‘triple’ science
will study Biology and Chemistry in ‘core curriculum’ time. Physics will take up a further 10% of timetable)

PE Core Pe for all

IT eCDC qualification entry determined by english set

RE religious Studies qualification entry determined during the course
Students will take an RE or an IT qualification

PSHE Citizenship, work-related learning and careers are all continued as part of KS4.

Further details of all core courses are included in this booklet

EBACC SUBJECTS
In order to ensure that students study a broad range of academic subjects the government has decided
that students’ progress from KS2 to the end of KS4 will be judged on the basis of their best 8 approved
qualifications including 5 eBacc qualifications.

For the majority of students 4 of these ebacc qualifications will already be taken in the core curriculum:
english, Maths and two Science gCSes. 

all students are required to select at least one of the eBacc qualifications in French, Spanish, geography,
History, Physics* or Computer Science*.
*entry onto triple Science (Physics) and Computer Science will be based on aptitude for the course.

Students are perfectly free to choose more than one of these ‘eBacc’ subjects.

Summary
all students must choose 1 additional eBacc qualification in their options to make 5 ebacc qualifications
for the majority: english, Maths, 2 gCSe Science, plus at least 1 additional eBacc option.

High achieving Science students in the ‘triple science’ class will take Physics as one of their options.

Students may opt for more than one eBacc qualification.



4. Having selected your 1, 2, 3 and 4 preferred choices, select reserve choices and number these as r1
and r2. reserves are referred to in case of a clash of subjects in your 1 to 4. Mr Summerill will talk to
you if this happens, as it will for some students.
5. On the back of your form there is a grid for you, your parents / guardians, and the teachers of your
selected courses to complete.

your option choices will need to be approved by subject teachers. they will also be considered carefully
by your tutor, Head of  year and Mr Summerill to ensure that you end up with a timetable that is going
to be successful for you.  For some students there will be individual discussions and further conversation
with your parents / guardians before your selections are approved.

Completing the form is the first step in a process which ends in the Summer term with your KS4
timetables being printed.

Think About:
1. What courses do you think will help you in the future?
2. What courses are going to challenge you and give you an impressive range of qualifications?
3. Have you ended up with the right balance of qualifications for you and with a timetable that you think
you will also enjoy? 
4. Is it important for you to have some time on your timetable pursuing a qualification which is more
active and practical rather than another classroom, desk-based qualification? NB all qualifications have
exams and written components to the coursework and portfolio work.

Once completed and handed in to your tutor on Friday 10th March, your selections are considered by
Mr Summerill and other staff to see whether these are appropriate and possible.  Courses which are
undersubscribed (less than 12 students choosing) are unlikely to run. Courses which are oversubscribed
will need careful consideration. If some students have to be disappointed we will inform you and seek
alternatives. 

KS4 courses will be confirmed towards the end of June, when all KS3 assessments are completed and
version one of the school timetable shows that our plans for next year are going to work!

In the rest of this booklet is useful information about all of our KS4 qualification courses. these are listed
in alphabetical order with an indication of whether they are gCSe, eBacc subjects, BteC, Cambridge
Nationals or another vocational course.

good luck with your conversations, deliberations and decisions. remember,
all forms completed and handed to your tutor by Friday 10th March.

thank you,

MR S SUMMERILL,
DEPUTY HEADTEACHER

Step Three:  Preferred Course selections 
handed in, and then what? 



Creative people shape the world we live in.  gCSe art is the first step for careers in the creative industries
such as advertising, fashion, architecture, interior design, stage and costume design, graphic and product
design, textile design, photography and illustration.  It is very useful for people who would like to take up
visually creative work such as careers in hairdressing or beauty and people who would like to work with
children.

gCSe art is essential for you if you wish to take an art based course when you leave school as you will
build up a portfolio of work which you will need at an interview.

Course work makes up 60% of the grade.  this is a project selected from work completed in years 9, 10
and 11. the externally Set assignment makes up 40% of the grade and is completed in the Spring and
Summer terms of  year 11.

all projects cover four assessment objectives, these are:

gCSe Fine Art is a course where students can explore themes in a variety of visually exciting materials
and techniques. good drawing skills are not necessary for the course but will be advantageous to reach
higher grades.

gCSe Photography uses digital media to explore themes in creative and original ways. It is a great course
for artistic students who find accurate drawing more challenging. It is not necessary to have a camera
for this course but it would be helpful to have access to a camera or camera phone outside of school.

During the courses there will be opportunities to visit galleries locally and further afield.

art &
DeSIgN
GCSE

qualification
Fine Art &
Photography

AO1: Researching and being inspired by the work of artists and designers

AO2: Designing and experimenting with ideas and materials

AO3: Visual research in the form of drawings, photographs 
and collected images

AO4: An original artwork in response to the project theme



GCSE BUSINESS STUDIES – SINGLE OPTION (EDEXCEL)
this is a practical and engaging course, using real businesses as examples, helping to enable students to;

•  make decisions
•  run their own business
•  understand just what goes on in the world of work
•  know what businesses look for when they recruit staff
•  know why so many adverts are aimed at teenagers (and other target markets)
•  understand why the same big businesses operate around the world

as a result of studying this course students will;

• be able to understand the business world which they will enter after finishing school/college/university.
• be able to make informed decisions and put forward arguments to persuade others.
• have the knowledge to help set up a business of their own.
• Business can lead on to many vocational qualifications and is a good stepping stone for a Level subjects,
especially economics, accountancy and of course a Level Business.

there are two exams at the end of the course, each 90 minutes long. there is no controlled assessment.
the content will include:

CONTENT OVERVIEW UNIT 1
• topic 1.1 enterprise and entrepreneurship
• topic 1.2 Spotting a business opportunity
• topic 1.3 Putting a business idea into practice
• topic 1.4 Making the business effective
• topic 1.5 Understanding external influences on business

CONTENT OVERVIEW UNIT 2
• topic 2.1 growing the business
• topic 2.2 Making marketing decisions
• topic 2.3 Making operational decisions
• topic 2.4 Making financial decisions
• topic 2.5 Making human resource decisions

Some questions will be multiple choice, some will be extended writing to test your ability to explain why you made
a particular decision.

BUSINeSS
StUDIeS
GCSE

qualification



the course has been devised to provide a new and exciting approach to Business Studies encouraging
candidates to investigate business in their local area and the factors affecting them.

QUALIFICATION
BteC Level 1 / 2 award in Business (1 gCSe)

the BteC in Business is suitable for a wide range of learners, from those who are academic to those
who enjoy hands on practical or project based work.  Interest and enthusiasm for Business is essential.
It provides a practical alternative to gCSe Business.

COURSE STRUCTURE
the course is comprised of four units and students must complete all four units.  each unit is worth
25%.  Core units are:

Unit 1: enterprise in the Business World 
Unit 2: Finance for Business (examined)

the units will be taught and assessed in a wide variety of ways from work based learning, through project
work or PowerPoint presentations, to outside speakers and visits.  the flexibility of the course will develop
students’ interest and keep them engaged.  

OPTIONAL/SPECIALISED UNITS:
Unit 3: Promoting a Brand
Unit 4: Introduction to retail

ASSESSMENT
Students will be continually assessed through school-based assignments.  the results of these assignments
combined with the exam marks form their final qualification.  Students are graded gCSe Level 1 Pass,
Level 2 Pass (gCSe C), Level 2 Merit (gCSe B), Level 2 Distinction (a) and Level 2 Distinction* (gCSe
a*)

PROGRESSION
the BteC qualification gives students the opportunity to either progress onto a Level 3 BteC or
a levels at college or to use their skills and knowledge in the workplace. It would be useful to those
wishing to go into Business, Finance, retail or an Office based environment

BteC
BUSINeSS
BTEC

vocational
qualification



gCSe Dance is primarily a practical based subject which focuses on the qualities of dance and the use
of dance movement as a form of expression and communication; this is studied through the performance,
creation and appreciation of dance.  Suitable candidates will have a passion for dance together with a
creative flair and the ability to work independently to plan and rehearse their own dances. Commitment
to after school rehearsals and performances and the ability to work as part of a team is essential to be
a successful gCSe Dance candidate.

Students are assessed in the following areas:

COMPONENT 1 - DANCE 60%
• Set Phrases through a solo performance (approximately one minute in duration)

• Duet / trio performance (three and a half minutes in duration)

• Solo or group choreography - solo (two to two and a half minutes) or a group dance for two to five

dancers (three to three and a half minutes)

COMPONENT 2 - DANCE APPRECIATION 40% (Written exam, 1 hour 30 mins)

• Knowledge and understanding of choreographic processes and performing skills.

• Critical appreciation of own work

• Critical appreciation of professional works

you will experience a range of choreographic styles whilst being able to work within a creative
environment, therefore developing independence, technique, and creativity. you must create work
individually and in small groups and be prepared to study a wide range of professional work through
video and live performance.  Participation in extra-curricular dance activities is strongly encouraged.

Dance is an extremely enjoyable subject that allows you to get fit and develop a creative mind.  you have
the opportunity to develop confidence through performance and express your own ideas through
choreographing your own dance. 

gCSe Dance is a unique subject that will develop your problem solving and creative ability together with
leadership and management skills preparing you for the world of work.

DaNCe

GCSE
qualification



there are a growing number of professions that value those people who studied Drama as a subject at
school. these professions include medicine, law, public relations, journalism, diplomacy, politics, social
work, hospitality, tourism and leisure, teaching and of course, jobs in the arts.

this is because of the transferable life skills you will develop. you learn how to:

• Become more independent
• Become more responsible
• Become a leader
• Become a better communicator
• Make better decisions
• Solve disagreements more effectively
• reach your full potential
• Become better at making plans and carrying them out

COMPONENT 1: UNDERSTANDING DRAMA 40% (Written exam, 1 hour 45 mins)
• Knowledge and understanding of drama and theatre
• Study of one set play from a choice of six
• analysis and evaluation of the work of live theatre makers

COMPONENT 2: DEVISING DRAMA 40% (Practical)
• Process of creating devised drama
• Performance of devised drama (students may contribute as performer or designer)
• analysis and evaluation of own work

COMPONENT 3: TEXTS IN PRACTICE 20% (Practical)
• Performance of two extracts from one play (students may contribute as performer or designer)
• Free choice of play but it must contrast with the set play chosen for Component 1

DraMa

GCSE
qualification



Design and technology is part of everyday life and is constantly evolving. Our qualifications focus on
developing practical skills within a particular material area, allowing students to manufacture high quality
outcomes. Students will learn about commercial processes and careers in related industries, as well as
developing core transferable skills, such as collaboration and communication.

the Department for education is currently reviewing qualifications for Dt and accreditation is still
awaited for the new Dt gCSe and technical awards. Courses are ideally suited to learners with a
preference for practical learning and many of them are tailored towards specific career areas and all have
a focus on creativity.

One of the best things about KS4 is that you have more time and get to do much more practical work,
with the chance to be more ambitious and go into more detail in your work. you will pursue the
fundamental principles of design and technology capability by combining designing and making skills with
knowledge and understanding in order to design, make, test and evaluate systems and products. you can
also experience and extend your range of Information and Communication technology skills, including
using databases, spreadsheets, Computer aided Design and Computer assisted Manufacturing.

you may select ONE of the following subject material areas where you will specialise in Designing and
Making products based on:

· Food Preparation & Nutrition plus one from
· Dt Visual Communication
· Dt Materials
· Dt Fashion & textiles

assessment in all material areas is 50% for Coursework and 50% for the final exam for students starting
courses in 2017.the final written examination takes place in the second half of the Summer term of
year 11. there is a single tier of entry. Students will undertake 4 practice Pre-public exams (mocks) over
the course prior to sitting the final paper.

you are strongly advised to consider carefully in which material areas you would prefer to specialise and
to consult your Design and technology teachers. all these qualifications will count as equivalent to one
gCSe in the Key Stage 4 performance tables.

DeSIgN &
teCHNOLOgy

single option
GCSE qualifications
/ Technical Awards



FOOD PREPARATION & NUTRITION

DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY MATERIALS AND
VISUAL COMMUNICATION (graPHICS)

an exciting and creative course which focuses on practical cooking skills to ensure students develop a
thorough understanding of nutrition, food provenance and the working characteristics of food materials.
at its heart, this qualification focuses on nurturing students' practical cookery skills to give them a strong
understanding of nutrition.  

Upon completion of this course, students will be qualified to go on to further study, or embark on an
apprenticeship or full time career in the catering or food industries. 

5 CORE TOPICS 
• Food, nutrition and health • Food science • Food safety • Food choice • Food provenance 

50% of the gCSe is a written examination taken at the end of the course 
50% of the gCSe is Non exam assessment (Nea) – 2 tasks completed in a specific timeframe and based
on practical skills and a written report. 

What skills do you need to be successful? 
• enthusiasm! 
• Perseverance, to strive for perfection.  
• Organisation of own work, completing homework, bringing ingredients etc. 
• ability to work independently to reach end goals 
• ability to plan and prepare. 
• Be able to recognise problems and be able to work out solutions 
• Be able to explain and justify thoughts and ideas using technical language. 
• Interest in food, beyond eating it!! 

the Materials course is aimed at 14-16 year olds who want to study materials in a practical way and
understand the working properties of woods, metals and polymers. It will enable learners to work in a
hands-on way to develop the core skills to make a range of high-quality products using woods, metals
and plastics. During the course, students will acquire skills in designing and manufacturing prototypes
and samples, applying technical and practical expertise to ensure the product is fit for purpose. Students
will have the opportunity to use traditional skills and modern technologies.

Similarly, in graphics, students will study the fundamentals of the Visual Communication industry and the
industrial and commercial processes that exist within it. they will learn about materials and their
properties and also about possible careers within the industry.

each of the courses is divided into three stages.
Unit 1: Skills Demonstration
Unit 2: extended making project
Unit 3: Fundamentals of Materials technology or Visual Communication

Further details will be advised once the exam Boards have received accreditation from the Department
for education, which is expected this term.



PRODUCT DESIGN (MaterIaLS)

We will be following the new Fashion and textiles technical award.  the exam board have worked closely
with post-16 education providers to ensure that technical awards count equally alongside gCSes when
applying to do further study in either general or vocational qualifications.  they count towards progress
8 in the same way that gCSes do.

this qualification provides opportunities to understand the working properties of materials and
commercial and industrial practices within the fashion industry.  It has a practical, skills-based focus,
developing the core skills needed to design and make textile products.  Learners will have the opportunity
to use traditional skills and also modern technologies.

the course is divided into 3 sections; Skills demonstrations, learners undertake a number of mini projects
that will allow them to be assessed against 12 practical skills.  extended making project, learners will
undertake an extended project that showcases the practical and evaluation skills they have developed.
Students will produce a made outcome in addition to a small portfolio to evidence the planning and
development and testing and evaluation stages.  Fundamentals of Fashion and textiles, students gain
knowledge and understanding throughout the course on a number of key concepts and processes which
are assessed at the end of the course through a written exam.  these include; materials and components,
processes and techniques, tools and equipment, industrial processes, ICt and CaD/CaM, commercial
practice, employment opportunities.

as in KS3 you get to do a lot of making but to a higher level because you have more time for more
practical work. an important feature of this subject is that it makes immediate and practical use of
knowledge and skills from other subjects and has strong links with art and Design, Mathematics and
Science. great emphasis is given both to raising your awareness of industrial processes and achieving a
design folio and product of high standards.

In year 10 you will be engaged in individual “design and make” projects providing a firm foundation
experience in preparation for the major project in year 11. typical products are working with hot metal
as in the pewter manufacturing course and exploring computer aided manufacturing as in the earphone
clip product for mobile phones or MP3 players.

GRAPHICS (VISUaL COMMUNICatION)

We are surrounded by graphic products ranging from product packaging and advertising through to visual
aids and information graphics.  an important feature of this subject is that it makes immediate and practical
use of knowledge and skills from other school subjects and has strong links with art and design. great
emphasis is given both to raising students’ awareness of industrial processes and achieving a design folio
and product of high standards. It includes computer-generated design and manufacturing work as well as
more traditional techniques. the advantage of our Laser engraving technology is exploited creatively.

In KS4 you will develop products, either 2D or 3D, and you get to do a fair amount of computer design
work but also you do have to be very comfortable with lots of drawing and colouring.

examples of products made are models of mobile phones for youngsters, packaging for eau-de-toilette
products and commercial displays. Past examples of extended making tasks are stationery containers,
point-of-purchase displays for confectionery and fast-food menu and packaging design and production.

FASHION & TEXTILES TECHNOLOGY



english Language is a core curriculum gCSe that all students must take. 

english helps us to read, write, speak and listen with skill; therefore it underpins learning in all subjects.
It is also essential for successful progress onto further education and for future careers. 

ALL STUDENTS WILL TAKE AQA ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE:
From 2016 all students will sit all final exams in year 11. this is 100% of their Language and Literature
grades.

LANGUAGE (2 papers)

LITERATURE (2 papers)

eNgLISH

GCSE
qualification

PAPER 1: explorations in Creative
reading and Writing (50%)

Section a: reading (one literature fiction text)
Section B: Writing (descriptive or narrative
writing)

assessment: Written exam (1 hour 45 mins)
80 marks

PAPER 2: Writers’ Viewpoints and
Perspectives (50%)

Section a: reading (one non-fiction text and
one literary non-fiction text)
Section B: Writing(one literature fiction text)

assessment: Written exam (1 hour 45 mins)
80 marks

PAPER 1: Shakespeare and the 19th-
century novel (40%)

Shakespeare
the 19th-century novel

assessment: Written exam (1 hour 45 mins)
64 marks

PAPER 2: Modern texts and Poetry
(60%)

Modern texts
Poetry
Unseen Poetry

assessment: Written exam (2 hour 15 mins)
96 marks



the geography gCSe qualification counts towards the eBacc.

geography is of value to anyone interested in the world around them.  the course involves studying
topics at the local level and globally.  We study the aQa geography Syllabus with content relevant to
contemporary issues.

as the new specifications have not yet been published, we do not yet know in which order we will be
studying our topics. However, we do know what topics they include:

The Physical Environment

• Natural hazards

• Coastal environments

• UK Landscape

The Human Environment

• Urban Living

• Changing economic World

• resource Management

Field Work Skills
We will study skills on collecting data and using these skills we shall complete two field trips.

as well as traditional careers in planning, teaching and research, geography students use the skills that
they have acquired to work as environmental and transport consultants, surveyors, cartographers,
architects, gIS analysts and market researchers. In addition, many geographers move into finance, law,
accountancy, marketing, tourism or the civil service.

geOgraPHy

GCSE
qualification



the course has been devised to provide a new and exciting approach to Health and Social Care
encouraging candidates to investigate issues relating to Health and Social Care which relate to them and
the local area.  this course would suit students considering a career in nursing, childcare, care or social
work.  

QUALIFICATION
BteC Level 1 / 2 First award in Health & Social Care (1 gCSe). 

the BteC in Health and Social Care is suitable for a wide range of learners, from those who are academic
to those who enjoy hands on practical or project based work.  

COURSE STRUCTURE
the course is comprised of four units and students must complete all four.  each unit counts for 25% of
the marks.  Core units are:

Unit 1: Human Lifespan Development (examined)
Unit 2: Health & Social Care values

the units will be taught and assessed in a wide variety of ways from work based learning, through project
work or PowerPoint presentations, to outside speakers and visits.  the flexibility of the course will develop
students’ interest and keep them engaged.  

Optional/Specialised Units
Unit 5: Promoting Health & Wellbeing
Unit 6: the Impact of Nutrition on Health & Wellbeing

ASSESSMENT
Students will be continually assessed through school-based assignments.  the results of these assignments
combined with the exam marks form their final qualification.  Students are graded as Level 1 Pass, Level
2 Pass (gCSe ‘C’), Level 2 Merit (gCSe ‘B’), Level 2 Distinction (gCSe ‘a’) / Level 2 Distinction* (gCSe
‘a*’).  Unit B will be an externally set examination.

PROGRESSION
the BteC qualification gives students the opportunity to either progress on to a Level 3 BteC or a
levels at college or to use their skills and knowledge in the workplace.  It would be useful to those wishing
to go in to nursing, childcare, care or social work.

HeaLtH &
SOCIaL Care

BTEC
qualification



COMPUtINg
& It

GCSE
qualification

the study of computing and It has undergone radical change in the past 2 to 3 years. With a change of
3 Secretaries of State for education within this period, there has also been at least 3 substantial changes
of curriculum direction. the acronym ICt no longer exists. there was a complete swing towards
computing and computer science and jettisoning all that was It or ICt. reason seems to prevail now
with a move back to a more balanced mix of computing and It for Key Stage 3 so paving the way for
students’ Key Stage 4 progression.

Students are required to be conversant in understanding aspects of computer systems, programming,
computer science, how digital systems work and a knowledge of e-safety.

at Key Stage 4 some students will go on to study computer science and It in more depth as a specific
option. the majority of those who do not opt will have the opportunity to advance their It skills which
will then be examined. the eCDL qualification is a gCSe equivalent award recognised by further
education and employers.

to ensure that students have the opportunity to study a qualification appropriate to their ability, needs
and national requirements, the following options are available.

OCR GCSE (9-1) Computer Science J276 
this course, by the very nature of its structure and knowledge, is EXTREMELY DEMANDING.
Candidates for this subject will be drawn predominantly from students who are currently in set 1. the 8
terms of study will be assessed by 2 terminal examinations and one practical programming investigation.

the subject material will greatly challenge students by encouraging independence in learning with
engagement in technical and programming knowledge and competence.  Students who opt for this course
will need to be aware that a high threshold level of mathematical and literacy ability is a prerequisite.

COMPONENT 01 (40%) 1 hour 30 mins

COMPUTER SYSTEMS
Systems architecture
Memory
Storage
Wired and wireless networks
Network topologies, protocols and layers
Network security including cybersecurity
System Software
Moral, social, legal, cultural and environment concerns

COMPONENT 02 (40%) 1 hour 30 mins

COMPUTATIONAL
THINKING, ALGORITHMS
AND PROGRAMMING
translators and facilities of languages
algorithms
High and Low Level Programming
Computational Logic
Data representation



Cambridge Nationals IT J810
this gCSe equivalent subject is graded D*2 to U with grades D*2 to P2 being the equivalent to 9 to 5.

Candidates for this subject will be drawn predominantly from students who are currently in set 2.

the course consists of 2 mandatory and 2 chosen units.

MANDATORY

CHOSEN

the Units are similar in design, structure and assessment to Unit r002.

the Cambridge Nationals course will equip learners with sound It skills and provide opportunities to
develop the skills of planning, research, analysis and project management.  the subject material will
challenge by encouraging focused study and independence of learning.  Students who opt for this course
will need to be aware that a base level of literacy, extended writing and numerical aptitude is necessary.
Both courses will be taught through a combination of problem based practical and theoretical work,
worked examples, tutorials and independent learning.

the Cambridge Nationals course will enable progression at 16+ into a level (level 3) study in the fields
of electronics, It, engineering, technical and apprentice frameworks.  
Computer Science will be more suited for those wishing to study Physics, Maths, and Computer Science
at a level.

Students wishing to opt for these courses must discuss their choice with the Head of Faculty to ensure
that it is suitable for their career path and equates to their aptitude.

UNIT ASSESSMENT METHOD

COMPONENT 03 (20%) approx 20 hours

PROGRAMMING PROJECT
Programming techniques, Design, Development, effectiveness and efficiency, technical understanding,
testing, evaluation and conclusions

r001: Understanding Computer Systems Written Paper, OCr set & marked,1 hour - 60 UMS marks

UNIT ASSESSMENT METHOD
r002: Using It to create business 
solutions

Centre assessed tasks based on OCr provided scenario
OCr moderated
Minimum of 10 hours - 60 UMS marks

UNIT ASSESSMENT METHOD
r005: Creating an Interactive product
using multimedia components

Centre assessed tasks based on OCr
OCr moderated
Minimum of 10 hours - 60 UMS marks

UNIT ASSESSMENT METHOD
r007: Creating dynamic products using
sound and vision

Centre assessed tasks based on OCr provided scenario
OCr moderated
Minimum of 10 hours - 60 UMS marks



the History gCSe counts towards the eBacc.

Studying History allows you to access a variety of interesting careers.  aside from the obvious jobs linked
to History such as museum and archive work, qualifications in History are recognised in many other
career areas where you need to sort through information, write reports or argue a case.  Some examples
are – journalism and other jobs in media, the legal professions e.g. lawyer, police force, the armed forces
and many jobs in the civil service and politics.

To be really successful studying History at GCSE level you need to:

• Be eNtHUSIaStIC aBOUt tHe SUBJeCt • eNJOy reaDINg aND WrItINg •
• Be WeLL-OrgaNISeD WItH yOUr WOrK • HaVe a gOOD MeMOry •

• Be gOOD at INDePeNDeNt WOrKINg •

the History Department teaches edexcel’s gCSe History syllabus. the 5 topics studied for the 3 exam
papers are:

1. the american West, c1835 to c1895.
2. Medicine in Britain c. 1250 to present day.
3. the British Sector of the Western Front, 1914-18: injuries, treatment and the 

trenches.
4. early elizabethan england, 1558-88.
5. a Modern Depth Study - likely to be either Weinar and Nazi germany, 1918-39 or

the USa, 1954-75: conflict at home and abroad.

this range of topics allows you to study national and international History, combining in-depth study of
some topics, outline study of others, plus a study of historical ‘themes.’

the exams are expected to assess how well you can:

1. recall, select, organise and use historical knowledge.
2. Understand, analyse, evaluate and interpret historical sources.
3. Understand, analyse and make judgements about interpretations of 

historical events, people, situations and changes.

the exams, taken at the end of  year 11, account for 100% of the final grade awarded.  

HIStOry

GCSE
qualification



each gCSe counts towards the eBacc.  all students have been studying French throughout KS3 and we
would strongly encourage them to continue with this to gCSe level.  year 8 students have recently had
a half term’s taster of Spanish, which gifted linguists may wish to continue after having undertaken weekly
booster lessons for the remainder of this year - a challenge… but a great skill to have!

a language is a very important skill for life.  Knowledge of a foreign language can be an essential
requirement for entry to the UK’s leading universities and may also be used to help discriminate between
candidates offering similar grades.  Proven language ability could also be seen as a good asset for many
careers, and an essential for some.

• research has shown that using language skills in business opens the door to a wide range of economic,
social and personal benefits.

• 74% of employers are looking to employ people with conversational language skills.
• Customers addressed in their mother tongue are much more likely to do business with you.
• Studying a foreign language improves your oral and written skills in english too, and also helps develop

key communication skills that are crucial in the workplace.                 www.languageswork.org.uk

Both French and Spanish are taught using the aQa syllabus with emphasis at the Higher level on
developing accuracy and quality in students’ language skills, while at the Foundation level the emphasis is
on effective communication.

Students are currently examined in the four skills of Listening, Speaking, reading and Writing.  each
component and its assessment are outlined below:

each language is taught following a course book - ‘expo’ and ‘StudioL’(French) and ‘iViva!’ (Spanish) plus
a wide variety of other resources. Language learning activities include ICt, use of the Digital Studio and
authentic materials.  all students will be actively involved in the learning process and should be ready to
enjoy acquiring and developing the skills necessary to become proficient users of another language.

FreNCH 
aND / Or
SPaNISH
GCSE

qualification

WRITING SPEAKING READING LISTENING
% of final mark

ASSESSMENT

EXAM TIME

Written exam
including 

translation

Summer
(Year 11)

May
(Year 11)

Summer
(Year 11)

Summer
(Year 11)

Speaking 
exam

reading exam
including 

translation

reading
exam

25% 25% 25% 25%



Mathematics is a Core Curriculum gCSe for all students. It counts towards the eBacc.

the Mathematics Faculty aims that the Key Stage 4 course in Mathematics prepares all students in the
following ways:

• Students should be numerate when they leave school at the end of year 11.  this means that they will
be able to deal confidently with the mathematical situations they are likely to encounter throughout
everyday life.

• Students follow an appropriate examination course leading to a gCSe qualification.
• Students use and apply mathematical thinking to other curriculum areas.

Students will be placed in a group by ability and previous performance in Mathematics and will work
towards a gCSe at one of two levels:  Foundation or Higher.  the course followed is the edexcel Linear
gCSe.

a scientific calculator will be required for the duration of the course; these can be purchased from the
Mathematics Faculty at a cost of £5.00.

MatHS

GCSE
qualification



BteC Level 1 / 2 award in Creative Media Production (1 gCSe)

Creative Media Production is a vocational qualification.  It is a practical and creative subject that will give
you an opportunity to work with media professionals across the digital industries.

It is assessed by one external theory exam, and 3 creative units covering pre-production and production
work.  We focus on film making and publishing for our units.  these units are broken down into 9
assignments.

It is essential that students work to a final deadline which is non-negotiable so some organisational skills
are required as well as a personal determination to succeed.

throughout the course you will make films and animations as well as publishing digital books.  you will
write, create, direct and produce your projects, developing core skills such as ICt and team work.  you
will learn to negotiate, problem solve and work to a deadline.

BteC Firsts are designed to recognise candidates’ skills, knowledge and understanding of the media
sector, providing a high quality, industry-recognised qualification.

this is a rewarding course that develops useful skills for after school.  It would suit creative students,
anyone interested in media or ICt, and students who like to set their own challenge or to work practically.

Progression to further qualifications, such as BteC level 3 or a Level in Media is a possible route.

alternatively, this qualification is designed to enable candidates to enter employment at a trainee level.
However, employment in media related areas can require further qualifications.

MeDIa
StUDIeS
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qualification



this is an exciting new specification in which you will have opportunities for playing and performing,
making and composing, understanding and appraising music.

Students will study all different styles of music as well as performing and composing their own pieces.
you will be encouraged to use your own musical instruments and to develop your use of our excellent
recording facilities. you will be encouraged to participate in extra-curricular activities, trips and
performances throughout the year.  you will have many opportunities to play music with others and will
be expected to participate in bands, rock groups, orchestras and choirs and to develop performance
skills and your use of music technology. 

Being a performance-based subject it is expected that you will already play
or sing to a competent standard. You will also be expected to continue
vocal and instrumental lessons throughout KS4. A Grade 3 standard of
performance is desirable.

the new music specifications offer students the chance to study a wider and diverse range of music
genres with more opportunity for practical learning. the gCSe fosters a love of all music ensuring acoustic
understanding together with a qualification that students will enjoy.

the new course specifications will follow edexcel guidelines.

MUSIC
GCSE

qualification

COMPONENT 1: Performing
30% of total marks. 1 x solo. 1 x ensemble

COMPONENT 2: Composing
30% of total marks. 2 x compositions (1 set to a brief, 1 free choice)

COMPONENT 3: Appraising (Listening)
40% Exam

4 x Areas of study with 2 set works
• Instrumental Music 1700-1820

• Vocal Music
• Music for stage & screen

• Fusions



PSHe, Citizenship and Work-related Learning is a Core Curriculum course for all students.

Personal Social and Health education & Citizenship is taught during form tutor periods.   this is part of
the core curriculum for all students in our school.  the programme is designed to help you discover
your own strengths and develop them, to become more responsible for your own learning, to be tolerant
of and sensitive to others and to approach your future as an effective citizen in a positive way. the work
is student-oriented in a way that often is not possible in formal lessons.  this does allow the discussion
of some sensitive issues in a supportive and open way.  

throughout KS3 & KS4 external speakers are invited in particular to discuss specific health issues and
citizenship issues and to pass on essential advice to all students.  these include modules on Britishness,
Diversity and Sex education.

Careers education and guidance has a planned programme throughout Key Stage 4.

In year 9 you will be given information on the various Post 16 routes and made aware of the different
types of qualifications and training.

During year 10 you will find a Work experience placement using a database, called Web View.  you will
prepare for your week of work using a selection of topics from Careers tracks 10 and a Work experience
pack.  In year 10 you will write a CV and Personal Statement. you will also be given more in-depth
information on apprenticeships.

In year 10/11 you will be offered a careers interview with our Careers advisor.  the aim of this is to help
you make informed career decisions and guide you through the various routes post-16, ensuring a smooth
transition from school to employment, training or further education. all students will receive a Careers
action Plan.  you will also be prepared for and have a Practice Interview conducted by an adult from a
local college, training provider or a local business.  Feedback is given and this provides a very worthwhile
and valuable experience. throughout KS4 you will be offered many opportunities to attend taster days
and Open evenings at local colleges, to attend workshops and presentations in school and have input
from a wide variety of local employers. year 11 students are guided and supported through the college
applications procedure during PSHe.

PSHe
Core

Curriculum



PE is a Core Curriculum course for all students. Students are expected to be organised and
approach this subject with enthusiasm and a positive attitude.

Physical education in year 9 and 10 aims to provide a more “in depth” study of a variety of activities.  the
aim is for students to develop specific skills and extend attainment.

In year 11 we run a programme which offers a wide range of activities including many off-site options
such as ten-pin bowling, golf, and hill-running, trampolining as well as the more traditional activities of
football, netball, tennis, cricket, basketball, hockey, badminton, yoga and fitness circuits.  the focus is on
offering a leisure programme that encourages students to participate in activities which suit their needs.
We aim to develop a positive attitude towards physical activity which we hope they will continue to have
throughout their lives.

We also offer Physical education as an exam subject at gCSe or BteC, see below.

gCSe Pe is an exciting but demanding course, giving those students who have a genuine passion and
commitment for sport the opportunity to study Pe in more depth. the course is assessed both practically
throughout the course and with a written exam at the end of 3 years.

Assessment is based on: 
Written Exam = 60%     Practical = 30%     Controlled Assessment = 10%

Written Exam (s)
the theory component of the course is assessed through two 1 hour, 15 minute exams. the overall exam
papers are credited as 60% of final grade.

Within Paper 1 (30%): the human body and movement in physical activity and sport, topic areas include;
‘applied anatomy and physiology’, ‘Movement analysis’, ‘Physical training’ and ‘Use of data’.

Within Paper 2 (30%): Socio-cultural influences and well-being in physical activity and sport, topic areas
include; ‘Sports psychology’, ‘Socio-cultural influences’, ‘Health, fitness and well-being’ and ‘Use of data’.

PHySICaL
eDUCatION

Core
Curriculum

GCSE PHYSICAL EDUCATION



Practical Performance in physical activity and sport
Practical assessments (30%) will be made on a student’s performance in a wide variety activities, including
participating in the role of player/performer in both a team and individual activity. assessment is constant
throughout KS4. In aLL practical lessons students will be assessed on their performance. all practical
lessons demand a high level of participation, motivation and drive to achieve and improve.

Students will also be assessed on their analysis and evaluation of performance (Controlled assessment,
10%) to bring about improvement in one activity.

BteC Sport is suitable for a wide range of learners. Students who are highly academic as well as those
who enjoy hands on practical work will enjoy this course and gain much from the vast array of learning
experiences. Consistent interest and enthusiasm for sport, both practically and theoretically, is essential
for all learners to be successful.

Qualification
BteC Level 1 / 2 award in Sport.

Course Structure
across the 3 years, students will complete 4 units of work to fulfil the criteria for the First award in
Sport.  the units will be taught and assessed in a wide variety of ways from work based learning to project
work, PowerPoint presentation, to outside coaches delivering sessions.  the course aims to develop a
student’s interest and engagement in sport. 

Assessment
Units 2, 5 and 6 are assessed internally; this means students are continually assessed through school-
based assignments.  the quality of the work and the results of the assignments form their final qualification.
there are no formal written exams; however unit 1 is assessed externally in the format of an online test.
the test MUSt be passed to achieve a Level 2 qualification.

BTEC SPORT

BTEC LEVEL 1 / LEVEL 2 FIRST AWARD IN SPORT
Unit
1 Fitness for Sport and exercise External
2 Practical Sports Performance Internal

OPTIONAL SPECIALIST UNITS

5 training for Personal Fitness Internal

6 Leading Sports activities Internal

CORE UNITS Assessment Method



religious Studies is a Core Curriculum gCSe. at gCSe level, students will build on their knowledge of
philosophy, religion and ethics and spirituality, which they have established at KS3. Our gCSe course
deepens their knowledge and understanding, focusing on two world religions and four ethical issues,
ensuring that students have an interesting and intriguing selection of topics to explore. Students will be
challenged with questions about belief, values, meaning, purpose and truth, enabling them to develop
their own attitudes towards religious and ethical issues. Students will also gain an appreciation of how
religion, philosophy and ethics form the basis of our culture. they will develop analytical and critical
thinking skills, the ability to work with abstract ideas, as well as leadership and research skills. all these
skills will help prepare them for their future and the world around them.

Here at Bishop Fox’s we are following the aQa religious Studies Specification a. this course has two
components. the first component focuses on the Beliefs and Practices of two the world’s major religions.
For this component, students will study Christianity and Buddhism.

the second component focuses on thematic Studies. Students will study four ethical areas, considering
the major issues, as well as Christian and Buddhist perspectives:

• relationships and Families • religion and Life • Peace and Conflict • Human rights and Social Justice •

the course is linear, with students sitting two exams at the end of their studies in year 11.

Exam One: Component One, religious Beliefs and Practices of Christianity and Buddhism
Exam Two: Component two, thematic Studies

Both Exams will have the following structure:
• Written exam: 1 hour 45 minutes
• 96 marks (plus 5 marks for spelling, punctuation and grammar (SPag))
• 50% of gCSe

Past students have remarked how valuable they have found religious Studies, especially if they are pursuing
further study in areas such as Law, Human rights, Philosophy, Medicine and Social Work. the course is
also valuable for those considering careers in Management, advertising and Personnel, as well as Hotel
and Catering.

there is no doubt that the gCSe religious Studies course will give students a greater understanding of
some of the major forces and issues on the world stage, enabling students to place current events into
perspective. If students enjoy challenging debates and expressing their ideas, they will thrive in this subject!

reLIgIOUS
StUDIeS
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qualification



In the Foundation Learning course, students are given the opportunity to take gCSe art Photography,
in small supported group of students, where the work is made accessible and can be personalised.
Students build skills and confidence, working towards independent learning, using cameras and ICt.

In addition, this option allows for one hour a week of catch up time, where students have supported
homework time and access to ICt.

Students will also have the opportunity to undertake a geography gCSe, again in a smaller supported
class, where the work will be guided by a teacher and the work will be differentiated. the information
and tasks will be aimed at level 1 students, to enable those working at this level to enjoy and achieve in
a Humanities subject.

For information about the exam topics to be studied in gCSe geography and the exam arrangements
please see the other pages in this booklet which relate to the gCSe geography & art Photography
course we offer.

FOUNDatION
LearNINg
GCSE Art
Photography 
& Geography



Science is a part of the core curriculum. all students are required to take 2 gCSe Science qualifications;
commonly known as gCSe Combined Science. Some students will study 3 gCSes – referred to as triple
Science. 

1. GCSE Combined Science - Year 9
In year 9 students will begin the Combined Science gCSe course and study the following modules: 

2. GCSE Combined Science - Year 10
In  year 10 students will continue to cover the following modules: 

SCIeNCe

GCSE
qualifications

BIOLOGY CHEMISTRY PHYSICS
Cell Biology atomic structure and the

periodic table
energy

Organisation Bonding, structure and the
properties of matter

electricity

Infection and response Quantitative chemistry Particle model of matter

Bioenergetics Chemical and energy changes atomic structure

BIOLOGY CHEMISTRY PHYSICS
Bioenergetics Chemical and energy changes atomic structure

Homeostasis and response the rate and extent of 
chemical change

Forces

Inheritance, variation 
and evolution Organic Chemistry Waves



3. GCSE Combined Science - Year 11
In year 11 students study the remaining modules that make up the gCSe Combined Science award and
begin the revision process building towards the linear exams for each subject. 

each subject (Biology, Chemistry, Physics) is assessed by two 1hour 15minutes exam paper and are each
worth 16.7% of the total gCSe grade. 

4. GCSE Separate Sciences in Biology, Chemistry and Physics
Some students will study to gain three separate gCSe grades in Biology, Chemistry and Physics. this 
involves more Science teaching than the double Science option. Learning will therefore be more 
demanding and at a faster pace to reflect this. ‘triple Science’ students follow the same gCSe Combined
Science modules outlined above but in much more depth, thus supporting the transition to a-Level
Science. 

each subject (Biology, Chemistry, Physics) is assessed by two 1 hour 45 minute exam papers and are
each worth 50% each of the total separate Science gCSe grade. 

BIOLOGY CHEMISTRY PHYSICS
ecology Chemical analysis Magnetism and

electromagnetism

Chemistry of the Universe

Using resources
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High Standards & High Expectations

you are about to state your KS4 preferences.   
as well as thinking about your likes and dislikes you should think 

how good you are at different subjects.

Look to balance your timetable, so think about the 
different subject areas carefully.

remember, you must include at least one of the 
eBacc qualifications in your options. 

Consult your parents and your teachers. 
Make sure that they sign the back of your form after adding their comments.

talk with your Form tutor in tutor time.

If you have any questions, ask!

Complete your form and hand it to your tutor by:

MORNING REGISTRATION, 
FRIDAY 10th MARCH


